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Who we are…
Set up in 2011, PR Agency One is unique in the way it combines traditional PR, digital communication 
and marketing with “search” know how and reputation insight to create measurable outcomes that support 
business growth.

Our Communications team provides 
consumer and business-to-business 
PR campaigns, thought leadership, 
internal communications and events, 
all delivered by a team of people who 
have all been trained in delivering 
measurable excellence to drive 
commercial outcomes.

Our Digital team provides technical 
SEO, web design and development, 
social media, paid search and app 
development.

Our Measurement team provides 
consultancy on commercial attribution 
of PR, brand development as well as 
tools that measure and track your 
organisation’s reputation and 
benchmark it against your 
competitors. 

All of this is delivered by a team of 
22 journalists, PR and digital marketing 
specialists who are driven to make a 
difference to every client, every time. 



We are known for delivering measurable excellence

PRCA Digital
Best Use of Reporting and
Measurement in a Campaign

AMEC
Gold Award for New 
Measurement Methodologies



What you came here for today

Competing for contracts 
by using measurement 
strategy to enhance pitches

Using a measurement 
strategy in pitches to show 
focus on campaign goals

Realistic expectations 
of measurement to guide 
budgeting and time constraints



Where you can find the slides

The slides are available via this link. 
Please feel free to reblog and link to this.
https://www.pragencyone.co.uk/blog/pr-
2/competing-for-a-contract-using-measurement-
strategy-to-enhance-a-pitch/(opens in a new tab)

https://www.pragencyone.co.uk/?p=15068


The cons of using measurement in pitches

Herp derp client 
archetypes simply 
do not understand1 Some clients only 

want creativity2 “Statisticians are 
not creative” 
stereotypes

3

Cost of measurement 
might be prohibitive4 Client does 

measurement 
differently

5 Client thinks they are 
good at measurement 
already

6



The PROs of using measurement in pitches



The PROs of using measurement in pitches

Differentiation1 2 3

Recruitment and 
staff retention4 Winning awards5

Accountability Self-esteem



Using measurement 
in pitches –
where to start?





The four archetypes of measurement clients

The measurement don:
knows their onions and wants 
to innovate. They want to push 
the boundaries.

1 2

The improver:
is cognisant of their own failings 
and wants to improve, is unsure 
how to make the first step and 
is looking for handholding. 
Might be worried about costs.

3
The unknowing incompetent: 
completely oblivious of how 
uninformed they are, perhaps 
dangerously so. Will be taking 
important decisions without any 
real insight.

4

The progressive: 
understands that measurement is 
important, has experimented and 
is well-read, but is not an expert.



Start with your own vision and values

Practice what you preach.
Change your organisation, to put measurement at the heart of your:

Values Marketing Management Teams Approach



You can see how we did that here

https://www.pragencyone.co.uk/pr-jobs/the-alternative-company-handbook-of-pr-agency-one/

https://www.pragencyone.co.uk/pr-jobs/the-alternative-company-handbook-of-pr-agency-one/


Put in place new structures

Measurement
throughout 

the company
VS

Dedicated 
measurement
team



Get management on board

The C-suite need to be bought into your mission.

If the C-suite isn’t bought in then leave and start 
your own company.

I did.



Training

AMEC PRCA CIPR

Measurement training is needed. There is plenty available via:

Google Analytics Tech suppliers In-house training
(e.g. SEM Rush, Majestic, 

Moz, etc)



Create a measurement framework that works for you



Team feedback is always positive

Since joining the agency I've been trained on the 
advanced measurement methods used here and, 
being the data nerd that I am, I find a lot of satisfaction 
in developing my understanding of these practices. 

Being able to then develop these insights into practical 
strategies for clients is equally rewarding and I know 
that with these skills comes job security, as that level of 
inquisitiveness and comprehension is so integral to what 
we do here.

“
“

- Jenny Shrimpton



Explore, play, test and discover



Cost?

From as little as £200 
a month up to £20,000 
per report

£20,000£200



Power On
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